Kia Ora ,
As the producer of Hunting Aotearoa for 11 years I am endorsing the Rexon radio
products. We currently have four Rexon RL-328 Hand held radio’s that we use as
part of filming our show.
For the last six/seven years we have operated with the Rexon radios and the four
years previous to that we used a number of other brands for our communication.
As part of my responsibilities as a Producer I have to ensure that my crew are safe
and that we always have a back up plan should something go wrong. Part of a robust
emergency strategy is for the crew to have regular and reliable communications with
each other. Our experience with various radio brands has given us an idea of how a
good hand held radio transmitter should behave.
After four years of frustration with radio performance we tested and purchased two
Rexon radio’s to use in the field. When I say field I am really referring to the wilds of
New Zealand. We travel to the most remote and most extreme environments NZ has
to offer in all types of conditions. This means that we need radio transmitter’s that
can match these extremes.
We purchased these radios as part of our search for an effective radio solution and
we are pleased to say that the Rexon radio’s have been the best we have come
across. Rexon has come on board as a sponsor in the last year only. Previous to that
we were using them because they were the best, so my intention is to help anyone
looking for a great solution to use Rexon and save the hassle, expense and pain of
purchasing inferior brands.
These Radio’s are the best for us because:
1. They have the best coverage we have experienced especially in our native
bush, pine forests, hill country and mountain terrain. I am not saying they
work 100% of the time in these types of conditions as no radio can. All radios
in this frequency band are designed for line of sight and so anytime you have
bush or large hills between you and the other radio you will loose either
quality or signal altogether. For us Rexon have been by far the best in terms
of getting signal where others could not.
2. The battery will last a whole week with out a re-charge. Remember that
there are days where have no need to call using these radios however they

are always kept on. Our experience is that other brands would loose all their
charge in generally just one day of being turned on only.
3. They have lasted through all manner of terrible treatment – We have
dropped them, stood on them and even got them wet in the rain while out
filming and they still go. Its not easy hunting with so much gear so it happens
regularly that items are bumped, squashed and dropped about.
I give my full support to Rexon because they have created a truly great radio solution
and now they are improving them again with a new level of water proofness that will
allow you to submerge it under water without damaging them.

Piripi Curtis
Producer

